Given this, I argue that all three LH templates follow from the demand that the first syllable is light, a requirement that is predicted from mora affixation and moraic overwriting. A moraic prefix must be integrated into the structure, i.e. must dominate the first vowel of the stem (MAX-µ AF ) and due to the demand that morpheme boundaries coincide with prosodic boundaries (=TAUTOMORPHEMICITY, cf. Crowhurst (1994) ; Bickel (1998) ), a morpheme boundary on the moraic tier is dispreferred inside a syllable of the main foot. The prefixed mora is therefore the only possible mora inside the first syllable: it is light. From high-ranked STRESS-TO-WEIGHT (Prince, 1990) , ALLFTL and RHT:I (Kager, 1999) , the SSM effect of iambic lengthening is now predicted: if the first syllable is light, stress must be on a heavy second syllable. In (3), it can be seen how this simple µ-affixation predicts the affix template III for the stem halki that undergoes metathesis to form a LH sequence. The specifications of affix classes I and II for final CVC or CV: respectively is predicted from affixation of a defective segment (Bermúdez-Otero, 2011; Bye and Svenonius, to appear) that is specified as vowel or consonant. If [+son,-cons] dominate a V-pl node (McCarthy, 1988; Clements and Hume, 1995) , a radically underspecified vowel results whereas [+cons] minimally specifies a consonant. These defective segments cannot be interpreted on their own and minimally need a place feature due to HAVEPLACE (Ito and Mester, 1993; Padgett, 1994) . Epenthesis ((1)-b.) or fusion with a segment ((1)-d.) applies to ensure this. Whereas SSM prefers to fill the defective segment with underlying material even if this implies that the segment that undergoes fusion metathesizes as well ((1)-a. ). The ranking of standard correspondence-theoretic faithfulness constraint -DEP, INTEGRITY, LINEARITY (McCarthy and Prince, 1995) -predicts this preference. The underspecified segments are assumed to be part of the specification of a template-requiring affix (e.g. -• C kuH). O-CONTIG (Landman, 2002) then ensures that this segmental root node is realized in a position directly preceding the suffix. Discussion: I argue that some defective phonological elements (µ, root nodes) predicting template-effects are morphemes on their own whereas others are part of the representation of segmental affixes (cf. the µ-prefix as morpheme on its own vs. the underspecified segmental root node as part of the representation of certain suffixes). Such an account unifies the 'templates' in SSM with other length-manipulating phenomena as e.g. pre-lengthening suffixes triggering gemination or vowel-lengthening (Brown, 2003) .
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